
Ivanhoe under 5s  
 

SUPERHERO PLAY. 

After attending another valuable training course focusing on ‘Supporting boys to achieve’, it led me 

to question our thought on superhero play and the use of weapons. At present we have zero 

tolerance policy towards weapon play. However, this term there are a particular group of children 

(majority being boys) who have shown an interest in making and designing weapons. After 

observing a group of boys playing with weapons, I was amazed at the language and mathematical 

awareness that was being developed! The boys discussed size, ways of making the weapon bigger, 

who had the longest weapon, safety issues such as carrying it when walking around and methods of 

how to make a weapon that a super hero can use- this learning all took place with very little input 

from an adult!  

After speaking to the staff we agreed that we will support the children in their learning by using this current interest. 

Next I spoke to the children; they were all very excited about being ‘allowed’ to play with weapons. We did have a 

long discussion about using weapons. 

 However we have set ‘rules’ to guide our play and development. 

 We only play with others who want to play the same game as us 

 We do not touch anyone with our weapon 

 We do not use words like kill 

 We do not harm/kill anything that is living 

The children agreed to these rules and went off to play. During the morning sessions some children starting looking 

at weapons and comparing sizes, weights and asking other children to make one for them. No inappropriate 

behaviour or language was displayed.  

I do hope you can see the importance of celebrating the children’s interest and using this as a learning tool to 

develop their individual skills. This is a trial period; the children are aware that if inappropriate language or 

behaviour is used, unfortunately we will have no more super hero or weapon play.  

Please let me know your feelings and views. 

Regards 

Lucy Kirk 

Childcare & Education Group Leader 

l.kirk@ivanhoe.co.uk 

01530 415318 
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